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DAEδALUS

Decay
At rest

Experiment
for δcp studies

At the
Laboratory for
Underground

Science

• New ν source for a large H2O detector
– Enhanced neutrino oscillation program
– New experiments possible

•  Complementary to the long baseline  proposals
– Comparable measurements for osc parameters
– Much improved measurements by combining 

DAEδALUS and long-baseline!
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Intro to
CP Violation
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The oscillation of muon-flavor to electron-flavor
at the atmospheric Δm2

may show CP-violation dependence!

}
terms depending on
mass splittings

}
terms depending on
mixing angles

We want to see
if δ is nonzero

in a vacuum…
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Our equation flips sign between
νµ→ νe & νµ→ νe

}
terms depending on
mass splittings

}
terms depending on
mixing angles

what we want
to measure

in a vacuum…
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Long Baseline Experiments, like LBNE, have…
Fluxes covering 1st and 2nd oscillation max points (0.8 and 2.4 GeV)
But also

–Substantial neutral current π0 events that mimic νe events
–Low antineutrino statistics
–Significant neutrino contamination in antineutrino mode
–Hierarchy dependence
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Introducing
DAEδALUS
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Expression of Interest:  arXiv/1006.0260

(Other useful refs: arXiv/ 0912.4079   and 1005.4055)
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The concept:

Use multi-kton detectors already planned
for DUSEL  (or HyperK or MEMPHYS or …)

And accelerators already being developed for use in
Homeland Security,
Accelerator Driven systems
(and other commercial uses)

The Greek gods made Daedalus  the patron of those 
who craft wonderful things out of objects at hand
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The plan: Use νµ → νe
and exploit the L/E dependence in absolute rates

}
terms depending on
mass splittings

}
terms depending on
mixing angles

We want to see
if δ is nonzero

in a vacuum…
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H2O
w/ Gd

20km 8km 1.5km

osc max (π/2)
at 40 MeV

off max (π/4) 
at 40 MeV

A multiple-baseline, single-detector experiment

Constrains
flux

νe → νe
normalizes
flux

νe e+

p n

νµ → νe 
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H2O

w/ Gd

20km 8km 1.5km

1.5 km
Accelerator

8 km
Accelerators

20 km
Accelerators

100µs

100µs

100µs

100µs

100µs

100µs

400µs 400µs

400µs 400µs

100µs 100µs 100µs
400µs 400µs

Beam Off Beam Off

We can know the
distance for an event

by the timing

20% DF 20% DF 20% DF
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The compact cyclotron
with self-extraction

Approaches using 
cyclotrons:

under development
for DTRA at MIT

An H2+ accelerator

for ADS 
applications

Under dev.
by INFN, Catania

The stacked cyclotron:

7 cyclotrons
in one 
flux 
return

Under dev. for ADS at TAMU
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Measurement strategy:

Using near accelerator
measure absolute flux normalization with ν-e events to ~1%,

Also, measure the νeO event rate.

At far and mid accelerator,
Compare predicted to measured νeO event rates

to get the relative flux normalizations between 3 accelerators

In all three accelerators,
given the known flux, fit for the νµ → νe signal

 with free parameters: θ13 and δ
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• Intrinsic νe in beam ( π− →µ− events which fail to capture)  ~4×10-4 of νe

• Beam νe in coincidence with random neutron capture signal very small
• νe-Oxygen CC scatters producing an electron+ n signal very small

These fall as 1/r2 from the 3 accelerators,
near accelerator provides a measurement

Beam Related Backgrounds

Non-beam Related Backgrounds

• Atmospheric  νµ interactions with an “invisible”  µ−

• Atmospheric νe IBD events

These are measured in beam-off running 
and subtracted.
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Total Events and background level, for sin22θ13=0.05
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For the “signal accelerators”
signal-to-background is excellent!

10 yr @ 1 MW 10 yr @ 2 MW 10 yr @ 5 MW
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Blue: Intrinsic νe bkgnd
Red: Beam off bkgnd
Black: δCP=   00

Violet: δCP= 450

Green: δCP=-450

8km

20km

Daedalus Event Energy Distributions 
(Signal & Background)

(sin22θ13 = 0.04)

1.5km

MeV

MeV MeV

beam off
beam on
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Blue: Intrinsic νe bkgnd
Red: Beam off bkgnd
Black: δCP=   00

Violet: δCP= 450

Green: δCP=-450

8km

20km

Compare signal to-background

With LBNE…

LBNE 
ν 5yr

LBNE 
ν 5yr

MeV MeV
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Daedalus Phase 1 + 2 LBNE 5 yrs nu + 5 yrs nubar

How well do we do?

By construction our capability is equal to LBNE,
But our measurement has completely different issues!

DAEδALUS (10 yr) LBNE (5yr ν, 5yr ν)
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Combining with 
Long Baseline
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What happens when the two are put together?

LBNE is mainly a ν experiment
DAEδALUS is entirely ν

LBNE is a high energy experiment (300 MeV - 10 GeV)
DAEδALUS is a low energy experiment

LBNE varies beam energy
DAEδALUS varies beam distance

LBNE has matter effects
DAEdΑLUS does not.

These are complementary experiments
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Consider 4 scenarios:

1) “Standard DAEδALUS”  -- 10 years

2) “Standard LBNE” -- 5 years ν and 5 years ν

3) “Short Combined” --5 years total,
    with ν data from LBNE and
     and ν data from DAEδALUS

4) “Long Combined”  -- 10 years total,
    with only ν data from LBNE and
     and ν data from DAEδALUS
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For sin22θ13 =0.05
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Series1

if δ=−80°
then the error on δ would be...

Standard DAEδALUS ± 25.3°

± 31.7°Standard LBNE

Short Combined

Long Comb.
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if δ=160°
then the error on δ would be...

Whatever the value of δ,
the error from a combined analysis is smaller in 1/2 the time!

uncertainty
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Daedalus Phase 1 plus LBNE 5yr nu Daedalus Phase 1&2 plus LBNE 10yr nu

5yr Combined Running 10yr Combined Running

What the Combined Experiments can do!
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3σ
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The fraction of “δ-space” where a measurement will be >3σ 

Project
   X
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Conclusion:

DAEδALUS is a novel approach to 
the search for CP-violation

By design, the capability matches long baseline.
DAEδALUS is statistics limited.

Combining the DAEdALUS ν data with 
long baseline ν data is very powerful,
with sensitivity better than superbeams!

Ευχαριστω!
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Backup Slides
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What proton energy is required?
There is a “Delta plateau” where you can trade energy for current

to get the same rate of  ν/MW

“Delta
Plateau”

<600 MeV
too little π+

production

>1500 MeV
energy goes into
producing other
particles besides π+

at a significant level
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Systematic Uncertainties before fits

By comparing measurements in the 3 accelerators, 
several of these systematics effectively cancel.
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Sensitivity to the input systematics is low,
because of the constraint from the 3 accelerator fit.

A study assuming larger systematics:
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sin22θ13 = 0.05
Phase 1 + Phase 2
Running

Norm
ali

za
tio

n

Off O
sc

 M
ax

Osc
 M

ax

Total of each type of event:
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Strategy:   Phase I  -- find it

In 5 years,  a 3σ measurement  -- δ =(−90 ± 32)°
@sin22θ13=0.05

H2O
w/ Gd

20km 8km 1.5km

3 MW 2 MW 1 MW 

The “canonical”
comparison

point

Likely more than
one cyclotron 
at some locations
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Strategy:   Phase II -- measure it

In an additional 5 years: LBNE-level sensitivity

H2O
w/ Gd

20km 8km 1.5km

7 MW 2 MW 1 MW

δ=−(90±22)°
@  sin22θ13=0.05

(So over 10 years, 
the far accelerator
running averages 5 MW)
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Non-beam backgrounds

• Atmospheric  νµ  “Invisible muons”:
νµ + p → µ+ + n    where
µ+ is below Cherenkov threshold,
stops and decays.

• Atmospheric νe IBD events:
νe + p → e+ + n

• Diffuse supernova neutrinos
νe e+

p n

νµ
µ+ → e+

p n

Beacom & Vagins, PRL. 93: 171101Measured in beam-off!
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Beam-related Background

• Intrinsic νe in beam
From π− →µ− events which failed to capture in the beam stop

~4×10-4 of νe rate   (low)

• Beam νe in coincidence with random neutron capture signal
Estimated to be very small from Super-K rates

• νe-Oxygen CC scatters producing an electron+ n signal
Subsequent n from nuclear de-excitation should be very small.

All fall as 1/r2 from the 3 accelerators,
near accelerator provides a measurement
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For E=50 MeV
L=1.5 km 8 km     20 km

There will be a degeneracy with hierarchy:
We cannot tell the difference between δ=45° and normal hierarchy

       and δ=135° and inverted
DAEδALUS cannot differentiate the hierarchy
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With either
hierarchy,
we can clearly
observe 
CP violation!
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Coordinating DAEδALUS with other LBNE analyses:

long baseline, atmospheric and proton decay
Not affected because the analysis energy is above 50 MeV:
(but we share an interest with proton decay to have good PMT coverage)

Solar (and other ν-e scattering analyses)
These are not affected because one can cut on the direction

SN burst
The mean number of IBD events occurring in the SRN window is 0.04
There is no issue except for the very low multiplicity SRN burst analyses,

which may want to gate out the 20% DF near accelerator.

SRN   
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Calibrating the large water Cerenkov Detector with ν-e scatters

1% miscalibrations
can be observed
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Near accelerator opportunities
(Install in area in front of the 300 ft Campus)

Ideas contributed to our EOI:
Coherent neutrino nucleus scattering

Measurement of sin2θW
Nonstandard interactions

Cross section measurements
 for Supernova detectors
for nucleosynthesis

Neutrino Magnetic Moment
Strange spin of the nucleon

Two new papers : Argawalla & Huber-- 1005.1254,
      Lauzuaskas & Volpe-- 1004.0310

…Many opportunities for small scale experiments!
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If the LSND/MB signals persist,
what does this mean for DAEδALUS and LBNE?

For DAEdALUS:
Issue is only ν
• λosc @  50 MeV < 1.5 km (1st accelerator)  -- <sin2(Δm2L/E)>=1/2
• Posc is independent of distance -- use near accelerator  to measure well!

Effect comes largely
from statistical error
on the subtracted
background, since
systematics from 
3 accels cancel well.
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If the LSND/MB signals persist,
what does this mean for DAEδALUS and LBNE?

How does
Low E excess
affect first bins??!

Normal,              ν Inverted,             ν

For LBNE:
Issue is in  ν . ..
• λosc @  3 GeV > distance to near detector  -- sin2(Δm2L/E) dependence!
• Posc cannot be measured well in near detector

-- needs an outside precision measurement.
-- complicates total νe background measurement in LBNE 

…As well as in ν
• How does ν low-E excess scale with L and E?  -- needs a model!


